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TL;DR

Linearizability is not as expensive as you might think.


Paxos and friends offer a one-size-fits-all solution to distributed consensus 
which may not perform best for every application.


Faster Paxos demonstrates that decentralised consensus algorithms can 
perform better than we previously believed.
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I Linearizability
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[CUSR 2016]
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https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2926965


I Linearizability

But I don’t trust
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State Machine Replication
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Multi-Paxos

1. Select a node to be leader. 


2. Nodes send operations to leader, the leader orders them and replicates 
them to the other nodes. 


3. Once an operation has been replicated to a majority of nodes then it can 
be applied to the state machines. 


4. If the leader fails, it is replaced by another node. This process requires 
agreement from a majority of nodes.
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[CUSR 2016]
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https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2926965


Distributed yet highly centralised

The leader is a single point of serialisation. 


However, it also:


• Limits throughput as it becomes a bottleneck


• Increases latency (3 steps instead of 2)


Alternatives have been proposed but have seen little adoption. 
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Fast Paxos

Fast Paxos is similar to Paxos, except that 
some proposal numbers are fast. 


These use quorums of 3/4 of nodes instead of 
1/2 of nodes.


However, any node can send a value directly to 
the other nodes, bypassing the leader.
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[DC 2006]

https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1007/s00446-006-0005-x.pdf
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New algorithm, new problems

Fast Paxos solves our issue 
with leaders but it introduces 
the issue of conflicts.


Recovering from conflicts is 
expensive.
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Introducing Faster Paxos

Faster Paxos is similar to Paxos, except that a leader can choose to allow 
any node to can send values directly to a chosen majority quorum of nodes.
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Faster Paxos - Conflicts
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Requirements of consensus

The aim of distributed consensus is to decide a single value.


Validity - The decided value must have been be proposed by some node.


Agreement - All node must learn the same decided value.


Termination - Eventually, all nodes must learn the decided value.

Is this what we actually want? 
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Requirements of faster consensus

The aim of distributed consensus is to decide non-empty ordered set of 
values.


Validity - Each decided value must have been be proposed by some node.


Agreement - All node must learn the same ordered set of decided values.


Termination - Eventually, all nodes must learn the set of decided values.
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Faster Paxos - Conflict resolution

When a conflict is detected, 
each node retries with the set 
of values it has seen.


Each node will see the same 
values so next time the 
proposals will not conflict.
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Summary

Faster Paxos solves consensus with optimal latency in the absence of 
conflicts/failures. Any conflict are resolved in 2 additional steps.


Faster Paxos however would not be suit to systems where:


• Performance is not a concern.


• Node failures and/or network partitions are very common.


• One node is the source of most options.
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Faster Paxos is one of many options
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